
Homogenization of periodic differential operatorsas a spectral threshold effectT. A. Suslina1. Introduction. The talk is devoted to homogenization of periodic differentialoperators acting in L2(Rd;Cn) (the L2-space of Cn-valued functions in Rd). Theresults were obtained in a series of joint papers [1�5] with M. Birman in 2001�2006.Before the spectral (the Bloch) approach was applied to homogenization problems inthe works by Sevost'yanova (1981), Zhikov (1989) and in a series of papers by Concawith coauthors (1997�2002). However, they study only the scalar elliptic operator�div g(x)r, while we study a wide class of matrix elliptic second order differentialoperators. We treat the homogenization procedure as a spectral threshold effect anduse the abstract operator theory approach.Let A be an elliptic second order differential operator acting in L2(Rd;Cn) andgiven by the differential expression A(x;D), x 2 Rd, D = �ir. Suppose that thecoefficients of A are periodic with respect to some lattice È:A(x+ n;D) = A(x;D); x 2 Rd; n 2 È:By Ò we denote the cell of È; eÈ is the dual lattice and eÒ is the Brillouin zone of thedual lattice. For instance, if È = Zd, then Ò = (0; 1)d, eÈ = (2�Z)d and eÒ = (��; �)d .We assume that A admits a factorization of the form A = X �X , where X isa homogeneous first order differential operator. Then A is selfadjoint and non-negative. For the class of operators that we consider the bottom of the spectrum isthe point � = 0: inf specA = 0:We study the operator A" = A(x=";D)with rapidly oscillating (as " ! 0) coefficients. One of the main problems ofhomogenization theory is to study the behavior of the resolvent (A" + I)�1 as " ! 0.We approximate this resolvent by the resolvent of the effective operator (withconstant coefficients) in the operator norm in L2(Rd;Cn). For the remainder termwe obtain the sharp-order estimate (by C"). The results of such type are new inthe homogenization theory. Next, taking the so called corrector into account, wefind more accurate approximations for the resolvent both in the (L2 ! L2)-operatornorm and in the (L2 ! H1)-operator norm.Using the scaling transformation, we reduce the problem to the study of theresolvent (A + "2I)�1 for small ", i. e., the resolvent of A near the bottom of thespectrum. The behavior of this resolvent can be described in terms of the thresholdcharacteristics (the spectral characteristics of A near the bottom of the spectrum).That is why the homogenization procedure can be treated as a spectral thresholdeffect. 1



General results are applied to particular periodic operators of mathematicalphysics: the acoustics operator, the Schr�odinger operator, twodimensional Paulioperator, the operator of elasticity theory, the Maxwell operator.2. Periodic di�erential operators. Let us introduce the class of operators that weconsider. The operator A acts in L2(Rd;Cn) and admits a factorization of the formA = X �X , where X is a homogeneous first order operator given by the expressionX = h(x)b(D)f (x). Here f (x) is an (n � n)-matrix, h(x) is an (m �m)-matrix andb(D) is an (m � n)-matrix operator. We assume that m � n. The coefficients h(x)and f (x) are È-periodic, bounded and the inverse matrices h�1, f�1 are bounded:h; h�1 2 L1; f; f�1 2 L1:Next, b(D) is the first order differential operator; its symbol b(�) is an (m � n)-matrix-valued linear homogeneous function of � 2 Rd, such thatrank b(�) = n; � 6= 0:(This is the ellipticity condition.) Then�01n � b(�)�b(�) � �11n; j�j = 1; 0 < �0 � �1 <1;for some constants �0, �1 .Formally, A is given in a factorized formA = A(g; f) = X �X = f (x)�b(D)�g(x)b(D)f (x); g(x) := h(x)�h(x):Precisely, A is a selfadjoint operator in L2(Rd;Cn) corresponding to the quadraticform a[u] = ZRd jh(x)b(D)f (x)uj2 dx; fu 2 H1(Rd;Cn):We dinstinguish the case where f = 1n and use the notationbA = bA(g) = b(D)�g(x)b(D):The results are simpler in this case. Many operators of mathematical physics admitsuch a factorization. The acoustics operator and the operator of elasticity theory areof the simpler form bA(g), while the Schr�odinger operator and the twodimensionalPauli operator are of the form A(g; f ) with f 6= 1.3. The e�ective matrix. The e�ective operator. In order to formulate the results,we introduce the necessary objects. The e�ective operator for bA has the formbA0 = b(D)�g0b(D);2



where g0 is a constant positive matrix, called the e�ective matrix. The matrix g0is defined in terms of the periodic functions vj(x), j = 1; . . . ;m; where vj is theperiodic solution of the following problem on the cell Ò:b(D)�g(x)(b(D)vj(x) + ej) = 0; ZÒ vj(x) dx = 0:Here e1; . . . ; em is the standard orthonormal basis in Cm. By Ë(x) we denote the(n�m)-matrix with the columns vj(x), j = 1; . . . ;m, and eg(x) is the (m�m)-matrixdefined by the relation eg(x) = g(x)(b(D)Ë(x) + 1m):The effective matrix g0 is the mean value of eg(x):g0 = jÒj�1 ZÒ eg(x) dx:Note that g0 satisfies the estimatesg � g0 � g;known as the Voight-Reuss bracketing. Hereg = jÒj�1 ZÒ g(x) dx; g�1 = jÒj�1 ZÒ g(x)�1 dx:If m = n (we have factorization with square matrices), then g0 = g. In particular,this is true for the twodimensional Pauli operator.4. Homogenization of periodic di�erential operators. Principal term ofapproximation for the resolvent. Let " > 0 be the small parameter. For any È-periodic function � we denote: �"(x) := �("�1x). Our main objects are the operatorsA" = (f ")�b(D)�g"b(D)f ";bA" = b(D)�g"b(D)with rapidly oscillating coefficients. Our main goal is to study the behavior of theresolvents of these operators as "! 0.Let us formulate the results. We start with the principal term of approximationfor the resolvents of bA" and A".Theorem 1. The resolvent ( bA" + I)�1 tends to ( bA0 + I)�1 as "! 0 in the L2(Rd;Cn)-operator norm andk( bA" + I)�1 � ( bA0 + I)�1kL2!L2 � C"; 0 < " � 1: (1)3



The constant C depends only on kgkL1, kg�1kL1, �0, �1 and on parameters of thelattice È.The estimate (1) is order-sharp and the constant C is well controlled.If f 6= 1, it is impossible to approximate the resolvent of A" by the resolvent ofsome operator with constant coefficients. However, we find another approximation:the resolvent of A" is approximated by the "generalized" resolvent of bA0, sandwichedby rapidly oscillating coe�cients.Theorem 2. Let Q(x) = (f(x)f (x)�)�1, and let Q = jÒj�1 RÒQ(x) dx. We havek(A" + I)�1 � (f ")�1( bA0 +Q)�1((f ")�)�1kL2!L2 � C"; 0 < " � 1: (2)The constant C depends only on kgkL1, kg�1kL1, kfkL1, kf�1kL1, �0, �1 and onparameters of the lattice È.Here the approximating operator contains rapidly oscillating coefficients fromboth sides. But it is essential that the inverse is taken for the operator bA0 +Q withconstant coefficients. We can get rid of rapidly oscillating factors only passing tothe weak operator limit:(w)- lim"!0(A" + I)�1 = (f )�1( bA0 +Q)�1(f�)�1:5. Corrector. More accurate approximation for the resolvent in the L2-operatornorm. In order to obtain more accurate approximations, we should take terms oforder " (the so called "corrector") into account. Let us formulate the result for thesimpler operator bA" . Now we approximate the resolvent ( bA" + I)�1 by the operator( bA0 + I)�1 + "K("), where K(") is the so called "corrector". It is the sum of threeterms: K(") = K1(") +K1(")� +K3: (3)The first two terms are mutually adjoint. The operatorK1(") = Ë"Í"b(D)( bA0 + I)�1 (4)contains the rapidly oscillating matrix Ë" and also the auxiliary smoothing operatorÍ", given by (Í"u)(x) = (2�)�d=2 ZeÒ=" eix�bu(�) d�:The operator K3 does not depend on ". It is the pseudodifferential operator oforder (�1) given by K3 = �( bA0 + I)�1b(D)�L(D)b(D)( bA0 + I)�1;where L(D) is the first order differential operator with the symbolL(�) = jÒj�1 ZÒ (Ë(x)�b(�)�eg(x) + eg(x)b(�)Ë(x)) dx:4



Theorem 3. We havek( bA" + I)�1 � �( bA0 + I)�1 + "K(")� kL2!L2 � C"2; 0 < " � 1: (5)The constant C depends only on kgkL1, kg�1kL1, �0, �1 and on parameters of thelattice È. In the following cases the expression (4) for K1(") can be simpli�ed, i. e.,Í" can be replaced by I: a) if d � 4, b) for the scalar elliptic operator bA = D�g(x)D,where g(x) has real entries, c) if g0 = g (in particular, if m = n). The estimate (5)remains true.In some sense, the third term K3 of the corrector is the most important. Theweak operator limit of K(") as "! 0 is equal to K3:(w)- lim"!0K(") = K3:In some cases K3 = 0. In particular, this is true for the operator D�g(x)D, whereg(x) has real entries. However, in general case (especially, for matrix operators) K3is non-trivial. Note that the traditional corrector used in the homogenization theoryis K1("). Theorem 3 shows that, in order to approximate the resolvent ( bA" + I)�1 inthe L2-operator norm with error of order "2, one should include all three terms inthe corrector.6. Corrector. Approximation of the resolvent in the operator norm from L2 toH1. In order to approximate the resolvent in the operator norm from L2(Rd;Cn) toH1(Rd;Cn) with the error O("), it suffices to take into account only the first termK1(") of the corrector (3).Theorem 4. We havek( bA" + I)�1 � �( bA0 + I)�1 + "K1(")� kL2!H1 � C"; 0 < " � 1: (6)The constant C depends only on kgkL1, kg�1kL1, �0, �1 and on parameters of thelattice È. In the following cases the expression (4) for K1(") can be simpli�ed, i. e.,Í" can be replaced by I: a) if d � 2, b) for the scalar elliptic operator bA = D�g(x)D,where g(x) has real entries, c) if g0 = g (in particular, if m = n). The estimate (6)remains true.The estimates (5) and (6) are order-sharp. The analogs of Theorems 3 and 4 areobtained also for general operators A", but approximations contain rapidly oscillatingcoefficients from the sides. We do not give the formulations here.7. The method of investigation. Let us briefly discuss the method of investigation.1) Using the Floquet-Bloch theory, we decompose A in the direct integralReÒ�A(k) dk of operators A(k) acting in L2(Ò;Cn) and depending on the parameterk 2 Rd called quasimomentum. The operator A(k) is given by the differentialexpression A(x;D+ k) with periodic boundary conditions. The precise definition ofA(k) is given in terms of the corresponding quadratic forma(k)[u] = ZÒ jh(x)b(D+ k)f(x)uj2 dx; fu 2 H1per(Ò;Cn):5



Here H1per(Ò;Cn) is the periodic subspace in H1(Ò;Cn). This form satisfies thetwo-sided estimatesc0 ZÒ j(D+ k)fuj2 dx � a(k)[u] � c1 ZÒ j(D+ k)fuj2 dx; 0 < c0 � c1 <1: (7)The resolvent of A(k) is compact and depends on k continuously. By Ej(k), j 2 N, wedenote the consecutive eigenvalues of A(k). The band functions Ej(�) are continuousand periodic with respect to the dual lattice eÈ. The spectrum of A has a bandstructure: specA = [j2NRanEj :The spectral bands can overlap; at the same time, there may be gaps in the spectrum.From the estimates (7) with k = 0 it is clear thatN := KerA(0) = fu 2 L2(Ò;Cn) : fu = c 2 Cng; dimN = n:From (7) and variational arguments we see thatmink Ej(k) = Ej(0) = 0; j = 1; . . . ; n;while mink En+1(k) > 0:So, the first n bands overlap and have the common bottom � = 0, while the nextband is separated from zero. Moreover, minimum of Ej(k) is non-degenerate:Ej(k) � c�jkj2; k 2 eÒ; j = 1; . . . ; n; c� > 0:2) We study the operator family A(k) in order to approximate the resolvent(A(k)+ "2I)�1 for small ". The family A(k) is analytic operator family with compactresolvent. We can try to apply methods of the analytic perturbation theory. However,there is the following difficulty: if d > 1 (parameter k is multidimensional) and n > 1(the unperturbed operator A(0) has multiple eigenvalue � = 0), the perturbationtheory does not work. To avoid this difficulty, we view t = jkj as the mainperturbation parameter. We put k = t�, � 2 Sd�1, and study the operator familyA(k) = A(t�) = A(t;�)by methods of the analytic perturbation theory with respect to one-dimensionalparameter t. The operator A(t;�) is factorized:A(t;�) = X(t; �)�X(t;�); X(t;�) = X0 + tX1(�); (8)6



where X0 = h(x)b(D)f (x) (with periodic boundary conditions) and X1(�) =h(x)b(�)f (x).3) The spectral germ. We distinguish the spectral germ S(�) of the operatorA(t;�) at t = 0. The germ is a selfadjoint operator acting in the n-dimensionalspace N = KerA(0) = KerX0 . Let us define the germ. By the analytic perturbationtheory, for small t there exist real-analytic (in t) branches of the eigenvalues �l(t;�)and real-analytic branches of the eigenvectors 'l(t;�) (they are orthogonal andnormalized in L2(Ò;Cn)):A(t;�)'l(t;�) = �l(t;�)'l(t;�); l = 1; . . . ; n:We have the power series expansions (for small t):�l(t;�) = l(�)t2 + �l(�)t3 + . . . ; l = 1; . . . ; n;'l(t;�) = !l(�) + '(1)l (�)t+ . . . ; l = 1; . . . ; n:The coefficients l(�) are positive: l(�) � c� > 0. The vectors !l(�), l = 1; . . . ; n;form an orthonormal basis in N. The coefficients l(�) and !l(�) are thresholdcharacteristics of the operator A(t; �).De�nition. The selfadjoint operator S(�) : N! N de�ned by the relationsS(�)!l(�) = l(�)!l(�); l = 1; . . . ; n;is called the spectral germ of A(t;�).So, the spectral germ contains information about the threshold characteristicsof the operator.4) Approximation for the resolvent (A(t;�) + "2I)�1. We find a finite rankapproximation for the resolvent (A(t;�)+ "2I)�1 for small " in the L2(Ò;Cn)-operatornorm in terms of the spectral germ:k(A(t;�) + "2I)�1 � (t2S(�) + "2IN)�1PkL2(Ò)!L2(Ò) � C"�1; t � t0; 0 < " � 1: (9)Here P is the orthogonal projection of L2(Ò;Cn) onto N. The estimate (9) is ordersharp and the constants C and t0 are well controlled.Next, we calculate the germ, using factization (8) for A(t;�). For the simpleroperator bA, we have S(�) = b(�)�g0b(�); � 2 Sd�1;where g0 is the effective matrix. It turns out that the effective operator bA0 hasthe same spectral germ. Then, on the basis of estimate (9), we can approximate theresolvent ( bA(k) + "2I)�1 by ( bA0(k) + "2I)�1:k( bA(k) + "2I)�1 � ( bA0(k) + "2I)�1kL2(Ò)!L2(Ò) � C"�1; k 2 eÒ; 0 < " � 1:7



Using the direct integral expansion, we obtain:k( bA+ "2I)�1 � ( bA0 + "2I)�1kL2(Rd)!L2(Rd) � C"�1; 0 < " � 1:Finally, by the scaling transformation, we arrive at the estimatek( bA" + I)�1 � ( bA0 + I)�1kL2(Rd)!L2(Rd) � C"; 0 < " � 1:This is the result of Theorem 1.In order to find more accurate approximations (with corrector), we find moreaccurate finite rank approximations for the resolvent of the operator family A(t;�),taking into account terms of next order in the analytic expansions for �l(t;�) and'l(t;�). In order to analyze the resolvent of A", we use the obvious identity(A" + I)�1 = (f ")�1( bA" +Q")�1((f ")�)�1and study the generalized resolvent of bA". Recall that Q = (ff�)�1 .References[1] M. Sh. Birman, T. A. Suslina, Threshold e�ects near the lower edge of thespectrum for periodic di�erential operators of mathematical physics, Oper.Theory: Adv. Appl. 129 (2001), Birkh�auser, p. 71�107.[2] M. Sh. Birman, T. A. Suslina, Second order periodic di�erential operators.Threshold properties and homogenization, Algebra i Analiz 15 (2003), no. 5,1�108; English transl., St. Petersburg Math. J. 15 (2004), no. 5, 639�714.[3] M. Sh. Birman, T. A. Suslina, Threshold approximations with corrector term forthe resolvent of a factorized selfadjoint operator family, Algebra i Analiz 17(2005), no. 5, 69�90; English transl., St. Petersburg Math. J. 17 (2006), no. 5.[4] M. Sh. Birman, T. A. Suslina, Homogenization with corrector term for periodicelliptic di�erential operators, Algebra i Analiz 17 (2005), no. 6, 1�104; Englishtransl., St. Petersburg Math. J. 17 (2006), no. 6.[5] M. Sh. Birman, T. A. Suslina, Homogenization with corrector term for periodicdi�erential operators. Approximation of solutions in H1(Rd), Algebra i Analiz18 (2006), to appear.
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